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Applying the Design Structure Matrix to System
Decomposition and Integration Problems:

A Review and New Directions
Tyson R. Browning

Abstract—Systems engineering of products, processes, and
organizations requires tools and techniques for system decompo-
sition and integration. A design structure matrix (DSM) provides
a simple, compact, and visual representation of a complex system
that supports innovative solutions to decomposition and inte-
gration problems. The advantages of DSMsvis-à-visalternative
system representation and analysis techniques have led to their
increasing use in a variety of contexts, including product develop-
ment, project planning, project management, systems engineering,
and organization design. This paper reviews two types of DSMs,
static and time-based DSMs, and four DSM applications: 1)
Component-Basedor Architecture DSM, useful for modeling
system component relationships and facilitating appropriate
architectural decomposition strategies; 2) Team-Basedor Or-
ganization DSM, beneficial for designing integrated organization
structures that account for team interactions; 3)Activity-Basedor
Schedule DSM, advantageous for modeling the information flow
among process activities; and 4)Parameter-Based(or low-level
schedule)DSM, effective for integrating low-level design processes
based on physical design parameter relationships. A discussion
of each application is accompanied by an industrial example.
The review leads to conclusions regarding the benefits of DSMs
in practice and barriers to their use. The paper also discusses
research directions and new DSM applications, both of which may
be approached with a perspective on the four types of DSMs and
their relationships.

Index Terms—Design structure matrix, information flow, inte-
gration analysis, modularity, organization design, product archi-
tecture, product development, project management, project plan-
ning, scheduling, systems engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

PRODUCTS, processes, and organizations are each a kind
of complex system. The classic approach to increasing un-

derstanding about a complex system is to model it, typically by

1) decomposing it into subsystems about which we know
relatively more;

2) noting the relationships between (the integration of) the
subsystems that give rise to the system’s behavior;
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Fig. 1. Example DSM.

3) noting the external inputs and outputs and their impact on
the system.1

With a reasonable model, it becomes possible to explore inno-
vative approaches to system decomposition and integration.

The design structure matrix (DSM) is becoming a popular
representation and analysis tool for system modeling, especially
for purposes of decomposition and integration. A DSM displays
the relationships between components of a system in a compact,
visual, and analytically advantageous format. A DSM is a square
matrix with identical row and column labels. In the example
DSM in Fig. 1, elements are represented by the shaded elements
along the diagonal. An off-diagonal mark signifies the depen-
dency of one element on another. Reading across a row reveals
what other elements the element in that row provides to; scan-
ning down a column reveals what other elements the element in
that column depends on. That is, reading down a column reveals
input sources, while reading across a row indicates output sinks.
Thus, in Fig. 1, element B provides something to elements A,
C, D, F, H, and I, and it depends on something from elements
C, D, F, and H.

There are two main categories of DSMs: static and
time-based. Static DSMs represent system elements existing
simultaneously, such as components of a product architecture
or groups in an organization. Static DSMs are usually analyzed
with clustering algorithms. In time-based DSMs, the ordering of
the rows and columns indicates a flow through time: upstream
activities in a process precede downstream activities, and
terms like “feedforward” and “feedback” become meaningful
when referring to interfaces. Time-based DSMs are typically
analyzed using sequencing algorithms.

1Building a system model, thus, involves choosing an arbitrary boundary for
the system of interest (i.e., determining what is endogenous and exogenous to
the system).
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Fig. 2. DSM taxonomy (adapted from [20]).

DSMs stem from diverse roots. A static DSM is essentially
the square matrix called an diagram, long used by systems
engineers to represent architectural components and interfaces
(e.g., [12], [40], [63]).2 The “roof” of a quality function
deployment (QFD) matrix [32] exhibits similar interactions.
Organization designers also use matrix-based techniques
to document communication networks (e.g., [67, p. 107]).
Economists summarize the effects of a change in one product’s
attributes on other products (elasticities) in a matrix (e.g., [34]).
Steward [107], [108] used matrix-based techniques to analyze
the structure of the system design process, coining the term
“design structure matrix” for a time-based matrix akin to a
precedence diagram, which had been used to manage projects
since the 1960s (e.g., [46], [51]). This paper refers to all of
these techniques broadly as design structure matrices (DSMs),
although the terms dependency structure matrix, dependency
source matrix, dependency map, interaction matrix, incidence
matrix, precedence matrix, and others are also used in the
literature. The point of the matrix is to illuminate the structure
and aid in the design of products, processes, and organizations.

The use of DSMs in both research and industrial practice in-
creased greatly in the 1990s. DSMs have been applied in the
building construction [8]–[10], [53], [54], [56], semiconductor
[43], [81], automotive [71], [96], [100], [102], [103], photo-
graphic [112], aerospace [1], [2], [7], [15], [18], [31], [33], [48],
[68], [80], telecom [83], small-scale manufacturing [65], factory
equipment [50], and electronics [27] industries.

This paper reviews four DSM applications useful to product
developers, project planners, project managers, system engi-
neers, and organizational designers [20].

1) Component-Based or Architecture DSM:Used for mod-
eling system architectures based on components and/or
subsystems and their relationships.

2) Team-Based or Organization DSM:Used for modeling
organization structures based on people and/or groups and
their interactions.

3) Activity-Based or Schedule DSM:Used for modeling
processes and activity networks based on activities and
their information flow and other dependencies.

4) Parameter-Based (or Low-Level Schedule) DSM:Used
for modeling low-level relationships between design de-
cisions and parameters, systems of equations, subroutine
parameter exchanges, etc.

Fig. 2 shows each application classified as either static or
time-based. Each of the four applications is applied to a system

2Lano [63] extendedN charts to include time-sequenced applications.

decomposition and/or integration problem in the sections that
follow. The paper concludes with a summary and a discussion
of barriers to DSM use. Relationships between the four types
of DSMs are also explored, leading to interesting issues for
future research and new DSM applications.

II. M ODELING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE WITH

COMPONENT-BASED DSMS

A. Motivation

Product architecture is the arrangement of functional ele-
ments into physical chunks that become the building blocks
for a product or family of products [112]. Chunks should
implement one or a few functions entirely, and interactions
between chunks should be well defined. Modular system
architectures have advantages in simplicity and reusability for a
product family or platform [11], [98]. Research has shown that
innovative product architectures can be a source of competitive
advantage for product development firms [52]. Where should
one look to achieve innovative product architectures? Rechtin
reminds us that the relationships among elements are what
give systems their added value, and, furthermore, that the
greatest leverage in systems architecting is at the interfaces
[87]. A prerequisite to innovation is understanding, which can
be increased through the use of representative models—in this
case, preferably ones that highlight the interfaces or interactions
between system elements.

A DSM can represent a system architecture in terms of the re-
lationships between its constituent components. Such a model
informs system decomposition into subsystems. Intelligent de-
composition or partitioning is important to managing system
complexity [3]. The architectural decomposition scheme has
ramifications for the ease of system design and integration [63],
[87]. The importance of informed architectural decomposition
has led to several matrix-based models (e.g., [4], [5], [60], [74]).
In general, the system engineering exercise involves the fol-
lowing three steps:

1) decompose the system into elements;
2) understand and document the interactions between the el-

ements (i.e., their integration);
3) analyze potential reintegration of the elements via clus-

tering (integration analysis) [82].
Every complex system development project includes these
steps, although they are not always approached systematically
or innovatively. A component-based DSM facilitates both
systemization and innovation.

B. Method

A component-based DSM documents interactions among el-
ements in a system architecture. An organized taxonomy can
help differentiate types of interactions. Pimmler and Eppinger
suggest four types, as shown in Table I. The important types of
interactions will vary from product to product, and others—such
as vibrational or electrical—could also be included. A single
(three-dimensional) DSM can represent multiple types of inter-
action data if each off-diagonal cell contains a vector.

A quantification scheme facilitates weighting interactions rel-
ative to each other. Off-diagonal square marks in the DSM are
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TABLE I
SIMPLE TAXONOMY OF SYSTEM ELEMENT INTERACTIONS[82]

TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF A SPATIAL INTERACTION QUANTIFICATION SCHEME [82]

replaced by a number (coupling coefficient)—e.g., an integer
, , 0, 1, or 2 (Table II). Alternatively, the weighting scheme

could be exponential instead of linear. Weighting information
can be obtained by reviewing architectural diagrams and system
schematics. Further clarification comes from interviewing engi-
neers and architectural domain experts.

Integration analysis—via the clustering of off-diagonal ele-
ments by reordering the rows and columns of the DSM—can
provide new insights into system decomposition and integration.
Clustering requires several considerations. The foremost objec-
tive is to maximize interactions between elements within clus-
ters (chunks) while minimizing interactions between clusters
[11], [87], [98]. It has also been suggested to minimize the size
of the clusters [4]. Second, it may be useful to allow for some
overlapping of clusters—i.e., recognizing certain elements in
more than one cluster. Third, if using a three-dimensional (3-D)
DSM, one must decide whether to slice it into several two-di-
mensional (2-D) matrices and work with each separately, or to
perform a composite analysis by weighting the various types of
interactions based on their relative importance. (For example,
spatial relationships may be more important than data flow asso-
ciations, since wiring can often be repositioned more easily than
larger hardware.) Both procedures have advantages and can re-
veal significant relationships. However, analyzing 2-D matrices
is much simpler, and a composite analysis, while conceptually
attractive, might obscure some of the basic insights. Finally, it
may be useful to keep integrative elements such as data buses
outside of the clusters, noting that these elements must interact
substantially with all of the clusters. In some cases, highly in-
teractive components are assigned to a “controls cluster” that
interacts with all clusters.

While it is not yet possible to optimize all of these objec-
tives, clustering algorithms are very helpful in integration anal-
ysis. By reordering rows and columns, a clustering algorithm
seeks a DSM configuration that optimizes an objective function.

For example, the objective could be to minimize the coupling
between the clusters while minimizing the size of the largest
cluster. In this case, the reordered DSM will have clusters of
elements along the diagonal. Several algorithms and heuristics
have been offered to aid in determining appropriate objective
functions and optimization (e.g., [45], [59], [74]). Altuset al.
[4], [5] use a genetic algorithm. Pimmler and Eppinger [82] use
a distance (from the diagonal) penalty computed for each in-
teraction. Yager [120] discusses advanced clustering algorithms
for general applications. A clustering algorithm should account
for the importance of both precluding negative relationships and
ensuring positive ones. After clustering analysis, any interac-
tions exogenous to the clusters should be noticed as interfaces
where special attention and verification may be required. No
single clustering approach is a panacea. Fortunately, visual in-
spection and manipulation are often adequate for small or sparse
matrices.

C. Example

Pimmler and Eppinger [82] use a component-based DSM
to reveal and explore alternative architectures “to improve the
quality of the resulting product design and to ease the substan-
tial coordination demands that are required when subsystems
interact” at Ford Motor Company. Fig. 3 shows the materials in-
teraction perspective for an automobile climate control system,
where materials exchange is the most crucial architectural de-
sign driver out of those listed in Table I. Numerical entries cor-
respond to a quantification scheme like the one in Table II. Not
every element of the climate control system interacts with every
other element on a materials basis, but all of the materials in-
teractions that do exist are essential to achieve desired function-
ality.

Using a distance penalty algorithm or by examination, the cli-
mate controls system can be clustered into subsystems on the
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Fig. 3. Component-based DSM showing materials interactions for climate
control system (adapted from [82]).

Fig. 4. Clustering of materials interactions in component-based DSM (adapted
from [82]).

basis of materials interactions as shown in Fig. 4. The front-end
cluster represents the set of components at the fore of the en-
gine compartment involved with heat transfer to the exterior air.
The refrigerant cluster consists of the air conditioner compo-
nents; the interior air cluster represents the components at the
front of the passenger compartment involved in modifying in-
terior air temperature. Assigning two of the elements, evapo-
rator core and condenser, to two clusters each forces the clusters
to overlap, highlighting areas requiring integration across clus-
ters. Remaining components are assigned to the three existing
clusters and a new controls cluster based on spatial, energy, and
information interactions (which are not covered here since the
materials perspective suffices to illustrate the application). Even
this simple analysis revealed to Ford the utility of overlapping
what were previously mutually exclusive architectural clusters.

D. Insights

While the above example is simple, the underlying method-
ology is powerful. When other types of interactions are
included, conducting the decomposition and integration
analysis with respect to varied objective functions provides
alternative architectural perspectives. Integration analysis with
a DSM promotes architectural innovation by demonstrating the

rationale behind architecting decisions ([63, pp. 45–48], [118]).
Integration analysis also supports modularization [11], [69],
[70], [96], which, in turn, enables product platforms and other
advantageous approaches to product development. Integration
analysis applications are ubiquitous, since clustering facilitates
the partitioning of any set of more- or less-related elements
into rational groupings.3

III. M ODELING ORGANIZATIONAL INTEGRATION WITH A

TEAM-BASED DSM

A. Motivation

Organizations are extremely complex systems. Better under-
standing of organizations enables innovation and improvement
in organization design. Complex system development requires
the exchange of information among various groups or teams.
Relationships among people and teams are what give organi-
zations their added value. Building and analyzing a team-based
DSM highlights interteam interfaces, which provide the greatest
leverage for improving the organization. Better understanding
of organizational interfaces supports the application of appro-
priate integrative mechanisms [17], [21].

B. Method

Modeling an organization as a system requires three steps:

1) decompose the organization into elements (e.g., teams)
with specific functions, roles, or assignments;

2) document the interactions between (the integration of) the
teams;

3) analyze the clustering of the teams into “metateams.”

In conducting the first step, it is often helpful to map the teams
to product components such as subsystems (such that the orga-
nizational architecture mirrors the product architecture).

Step two usually requires information from the organiza-
tion’s members. Members of each team are asked to note which
other teams their team provides information to and receives
information from. In addition, one can query the frequency
of these interactions. This information is used to fill in the
rows and columns of the DSM. Often, modelers will build two
DSMs—one for the information “supplier” perspective and one
for the “consumer” perspective. Modelers must then follow
up to iron out discrepancies between the two DSMs in an
effort to converge on a consensus DSM. Unless organizational
interfaces have been carefully defined, some teams may see
their interaction with another team as merely one of providing
information, whereas, the other team may see the relationship
as bilateral information exchange. In other cases, one team may
note an interface with another team, and this other team may
not even recognize that the interface exists. Note that the DSM
is static; i.e., it shows interactions between teams existing at a
given point in time.4

In addition to information dependencies, Thomas and Worren
[111] present the possibility of accounting for dependencies
of responsibility, accountability, consultation, and commitment.

3Other applications include, e.g., portfolio segmentation as applied to option
packages, product lines, business units, etc.

4Showing dynamic teams and relationships requires a 3-D DSM.
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Fig. 5. Team-based DSM showing information flow between PDTs (adapted
from [72]).

Analysis of these various dimensions of interaction could re-
quire multiple DSM planes, akin to the approach presented in
the last section (stemming from Table I).

Step three follows the same general integration analysis
methodology as presented in Section II-B. The DSM is ana-
lyzed with the primary goal of clustering teams into metateams
where interactions are most essential and/or frequent. Inter-
actions between clusters or metateams are to be minimized.
In addition, perhaps some teams should be aggregated into a
single team, or perhaps some teams should be divided. Highly
interactive teams might be left outside the main clusters and
assigned an integrative role.

C. Example Application

McCord and Eppinger [43], [72] use a team-based DSM to
analyze an automobile engine development organization. They
captured the frequency and direction of information flow be-
tween the product development teams (PDTs) in the project
(Fig. 5). Using clustering, they reorganized the teams as shown
by the DSM in Fig. 6 to improve interteam integration. The clus-
ters represent four metateams, which overlap to account for the
beneficence of some of the PDTs being members of more than
one metateam. Two of the PDTs (B and K) are shown twice be-
cause they each participate in three metateams. The five PDTs
(H, S, T, U, and V) at the bottom of the matrix do not fit neatly
into the four metateams; these PDTs need to interface with all
of the metateams. Therefore, these PDTs are integrated at a
higher organizational level (e.g., in a higher metateam or at the
overall project level) with different integrative mechanisms. For
example, perhaps a representative from each of these five PDTs
will attend each of the four metateam meetings.

The team-based DSM has also supported integration analysis
at Boeing [15] and Saab [33] in the context of organizations that
develop military aircraft.

Fig. 6. Restructured, team-based DSM shows proposed “metateam”
organization design (adapted from [72]).

D. Insights

The DSM is an effective representation tool for modeling
organizational elements and their relationships. The DSM
model then lends itself to integration analysis via clustering
approaches. While clustering remains somewhat of an art,
several objectives have been identified. The DSM provides a
platform for communicating about alternative organizational
structures and perspectives. Therefore, its use can improve
organizational understanding and innovation. Simply building
the DSM encourages disparate people and teams to increase
mutual awareness and understanding.

Team-based DSMs can foster creativity and systemization in
addressing the following types of questions:

• Why do teams differ in their perceived levels of interac-
tion? Perhaps they do not fully recognize their information
suppliers and customers. One team may see itself merely
as an information provider or recipient, unaware of exactly
how its outputs figure into the overall project or organiza-
tion.

• Should the teams be organized differently? How should
those teams requiring high bandwidth interfaces be di-
vided, combined, and/or integrated? Where might partic-
ular integrative mechanisms be prudent? Certain interteam
interfaces might indicate the need for colocation, special
software tools, common databases, etc. Certain interac-
tions might proceed more efficiently with the aid of a li-
aison or zone engineer of some sort, or when overseen by
an integration team.

• Are currently present integrative mechanisms applied ju-
diciously? Are the liaisons, zone engineers, integration
teams, etc. as they now stand appropriately distributed?
Are the current plans for software tool, common database,
colocation, and other improvements well-founded from an
overall organization perspective?

• Are the interactions noted the ones that should be taking
place, based on knowledge of the system as a whole? Man-
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Fig. 7. Four types of activity relationships in an activity-based DSM (adapted from [20]).

agers should know, based on their own experiences with
the teams, whether or not the DSM picture makes sense. If
a high level of information exchange is noted, has it really
been observed? Are any interactions surprising—ones that
may not have been considered before?

IV. I NFORMATION FLOW-BASED PROCESSMODELING USING

THE ACTIVITY -BASED DSM

A. Motivation

Processes—especially product development processes—are
complex systems. A prerequisite to process improvement is
process understanding [117]. Process structure or architec-
ture affects process efficiency and effectiveness [23], [25].
Therefore, process architecture can be an important source
of competitive advantage [113]. Improved understanding of
process architecture can be gained by using process models,
particularly ones that support process decomposition and
integration analysis. Process decomposition requires an un-
derstanding of process activities and their interfaces, because
the interfaces are what give a process its added value (versus a
mere collection of activities). The greatest leverage in process
architecting (and process improvement) is at the interfaces.
Therefore, process models must capture flow (an important
aspect of Lean principles and value streams) [23], [24], [119].

Product design process activities include analyses, studies,
decisions, tests, reviews, etc. Many have found it helpful to
think of product development from an information processing
perspective, where activities acquire and modify information
to produce new or revised information products (e.g., [26],
[30], [43], [112], [117]). Product design is characterized by
highly coupled, interdependent activities—solving engineering
“chicken and egg” problems—which must converge iteratively
to an acceptable design solution. When activities begin work
without the necessary information, the arrival or change of that
information causes rework [18], [19], [25], [37]. Thus, rework
results from information arriving at the wrong time, perhaps
because of poor activity sequencing, changes, delays, mistakes,
etc. Knowing which activities produce and depend on what
information can help planners better understand and mitigate

unintentional iteration or rework as a source of schedule risk
[19].

The activity-based DSM provides a concise, visual format
for understanding and analyzing these issues. Since the activity-
based DSM is time-based, it is especially useful for highlighting
iteration (feedback) and coupled activities in a design process,
a capability traditional PERT/CPM5 techniques cannot deliver.
An activity-based DSM first describes the input/output relation-
ships between activities, showing the dependency structure of a
process based on the requisite information flow. Then, a rear-
ranged DSM can prescribe an improved process architecture,
such that information is created at the right time and uninten-
tional iteration is minimized.

B. Method

Modeling a process requires two representation steps, fol-
lowed by integration analysis:

1) decompose the process into activities;
2) document the information flow among the activities (their

integration);
3) analyze the sequencing of the activities into a (generally)

maximally-feed-forward process flow.
First, the process modeler must determine the boundary of the
process to be modeled and how the process will be decomposed.
The model grows in size exponentially through successive levels
of decomposition. A general guideline is to model a process to
the level of detail to which one desires to understand and control
the process.

Second, the modeler collects activity data and builds the
DSM. Activities are listed in the DSM in roughly chronological
order, with upstream or early activities listed in the upper rows,
as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, superdiagonal matrix elements
show feedforward information. Subdiagonal elements indicate
feedback—the potential for iteration and rework in the process.
Information flows in a clockwise direction.6 If activities in rows

5Project Evaluation and Review Technique/Critical Path Method
6Note that this directionality is the exact inverse of that used in some DSM

literature, which displays feedback above the diagonal, i.e., counterclockwise
information flow. The two conventions convey equivalent information and are
interchangeable by transposing the matrix.
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Fig. 8. Example DSM with external input/output regions (adapted from [18]).

(and corresponding columns)and of the DSM have no direct
interfaces, they are independent, and entriesand in the
matrix will be zero or empty. If, on the other hand, both entries

and are filled, this indicates two-way interdependency or
coupling between the activities.

The DSM is built by finding people knowledgeable about
each activity and eliciting their expert opinions about the fol-
lowing questions:

1) What outputs or products must the activity produce?
2) Where do these outputs go to (another activity or outside

the process)?
3) What inputs does the activity need?
4) Where do these inputs come from (another activity or out-

side the process)?

The answers to these questions are used to fill in the rows
and columns of the DSM. Again, it is often useful to begin
by building two DSMs—the first based only on questions one

and two, and the second based on questions three and four.
Some effort is usually necessary to achieve consensus between
the “supplier” and “consumer” perspectives. However, simply
reaching this understanding can benefit a product development
organization greatly, since it forces people and teams (who
execute activities) to agree on interfaces and deliverables.

For example, a finalized DSM representation might look like
Fig. 8, which has been augmented with external input and output
regions. These regions allow the model to account for interac-
tions with exogenous elements. By reading across the extended
row, one can see where process deliverables go, outside the
process. By scanning the extended column, one can see external
inputs as well as internal ones. Note that the convenient place-
ment of these external regions depends on the subdiagonal feed-
back convention. Since DSM literature has had trouble standard-
izing on one of the two possible conventions, perhaps the use-
fulness of the external regions will inspire use of the intuitive,
clockwise-information-flow convention.
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With a reasonably accurate model of a process, one then uses
the model to look for improvements, expecting that they can
be implemented in the real process. The primary goal in basic
DSM analysis is to minimize feedbacks and their scope by re-
structuring or rearchitecting the process, i.e., by resequencing
the rows and columns of the matrix. This widely practiced initial
step in analysis is called partitioning, block diagonalization, or
block triangularization, and it involves an algorithm for getting
the DSM in an upper-triangular form to the extent possible, with
a minimum number of subdiagonal marks pulled as close to the
diagonal as possible and grouped in blocks. Several researchers
have developed partitioning algorithms [47], [55], [61], [108],
[110], [114]–[116]. Notice that moving activities upstream to
reduce the scope of their feedback loops typifies concurrent en-
gineering [44], [101]. For example, moving a review of the de-
sign by manufacturing engineers upstream decreases the scope
of the feedback loop that is created if the review reveals issues
suggesting rework for upstream activities.

The coupled blocks of activities identified by partitioning the
DSM represent several options for process execution. Either all
the activities can proceed concurrently, or else certain activities
must be chosen to begin before others. Either way, all of the
activities will have to converge to a mutually satisfactory solu-
tion. To derive an executable process from the information flow
model, the project planner must plan for all feedback marks. Ex-
ecuting an activity without a required input from downstream re-
quires making an assumption about that input, which increases
the risk level for the activity and the process as a whole. Project
planners must be aware of the assumptions they are making and
choose those implying the least risk.

Several possibilities exist for resolving the coupled blocks of
activities into a feasible execution sequence.

• Aggregation: While aggregating two or more activities
into a single activity to reduce subdiagonal marks and sim-
plify the DSM may seem attractive, doing so makes the
model less useful by “sweeping under the rug” the very
issues it should expose.

• Decomposition: Decomposing coupled activities can re-
veal ways to intermingle the lower-level activities that
eliminate feedback. For example, see Figs. 11 and 12.

• Tearing: Steward [107], [108] introduced the possibility
of choosing certain dependencies about which to make
assumptions that would allow the process to proceed.
The least-damaging assumptions are made first, and their
marks are temporarily removed or “torn” from the DSM.
Then, the block is repartitioned and, if subdiagonal marks
remain, the next least-damaging assumptions are made.
This procedure continues until no feedback marks remain
in the block of coupled activities.

These basic approaches were augmented by additional math-
ematical analysis and theoretical extension in Eppingeret al.
[41], [44]. A common thread in this and Steward’s work is the
extension of the binary DSM to a numerical DSM by using num-
bers in the off-diagonal entries to indicate the strength of de-
pendencies, the ease of making assumptions, etc. Rogers built a
software tool called Design Manager’s Aide for Intelligent De-
composition (DeMAID) to support process structuring based on
interfaces of varying strength; DeMAID was subsequently ex-

Fig. 9. Activity-based DSM of automobile design process (adapted from [61]).

Fig. 10. Resequenced (block-diagonalized) DSM (adapted from [61]).

tended to include a genetic algorithm for sequencing the DSM
[39], [73], [89]–[93], [95]. Recently, Denkeret al.have updated
and further explained Steward’s work [35]–[38]. Yassineet al.
[121] use work by Eppingeret al.[44], Krishnanet al.[57], and
Loch and Terwiesch [66] to provide a method for quantifying
the off-diagonal dependencies based on information variability
and sensitivity. Another paper by Yassineet al. [122], provides
an updated perspective on tearing. Taking a slightly different ap-
proach, Grose [48] attempts to move activities as far upstream
as possible in a DSM without creating additional iterations.

More sophisticated analytical models address special issues
using the activity-based DSM. Smithet al. provide sequential
[102], parallel [103], and hybrid [29], [104] iteration models,
where design activities are assumed to occur one at a time,
all at once, or some of each, respectively. These models ana-
lyze project cycle time and highlight which activities contribute
the most to delaying design convergence. Others have devel-
oped cycle time models for analyzing in detail the information
exchange characteristics of a small number of activities [27],
[62]. Browning [18] uses a dynamic simulation of the DSM to
quantify the level of cost and schedule risk inherent in various
process architectures, finding that minimal iteration does not al-
ways lead to minimal project duration. Tacconiet al. [109] use
the DSM as the basis for simulation of a manufacturing process.
Ahmadiet al. [1] use a Markov model based on the DSM to ex-
plore iteration and process structure.

C. Example Application

Kusiak and Wang [61] demonstrate the use of an activity-
based DSM to provide a high-level description of a simple, au-
tomobile design process (Fig. 9). Fig. 10 shows the restructured
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Fig. 11. Parameter-based DSM for robot arm design activities (adapted from
[86]).

Fig. 12. Resequenced DSM (adapted from [86]).

DSM after applying a block diagonalization algorithm to min-
imize feedbacks and isolate two coupled blocks of activities.
Supposing it was reasonable to tear all of the subdiagonal marks
from each block, we would be left with an executable process
model that could be fed into a scheduling software tool such as
Microsoft Project for further optimization.

D. Insights

The activity-based DSM has many advantages and can pro-
vide insight in several areas. First, it provides process visibility.
Glancing down a column reveals where an activity gets its infor-
mation. A quick examination of a row shows an activity’s cus-
tomers, and, thus, how changing an activity’s outputs may af-
fect other activities. Having this information at one’s fingertips
helps track the ramifications of changes, aiding in configuration
control and change notification. Hence, the DSM facilitates in-
terface management. Moreover, the DSM highlights feedbacks
and the potential iterations they can cause. The DSM can also
be used to determine which activities can be accomplished in
parallel without causing additional iteration. Sometimes, project
planners, attempting to decrease lead time, overlap activities
without first considering their information dependencies, which
can result in additional iteration andincreasedlead time.

Activity-based DSMs can be used to document value streams
and can reveal nonvalue-added activities [18]. Some projects
base work plans on traditional sets of activities, never formally
considering the outputs those activities generate. In fact, many

activities produce superfluous outputs. Examining the informa-
tion actually required to arrive at a final output in an activity-
based DSM can help highlight nonessential activities or aspects
of activities. Designing a design process around the flow of nec-
essary data rather than around the interactions between tradi-
tional activities can eliminate nonvalue-added activities and por-
tions thereof, supporting making processes “lean.”

Furthermore, the activity-based DSM model supports process
failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA). Product design en-
gineers have long recognized the importance of investigating the
ways in which a product can fail and the ramifications of those
failures. In this context, FMEA leads to incorporating failure
prevention, mitigation, and recovery into the product. FMEA
is important to processes as well, serving to help them become
more stable, robust, and predictable. By having the capability
to show potential process failures in terms of feedbacks to re-
work certain activities, the DSM is an important tool for process
FMEA.

Activity-based DSMs currently have some limitations
in process representation that preclude them from entirely
replacing other tools. First, a single DSM shows only a single
process flow; it does not show all possible flow paths [64].
While the DSM can be augmented with additional symbols to
represent contingent information flow (e.g., “” instead of “ ”
in Fig. 7), analysis and improvement of a large process with
many possible flow paths becomes intractable without simu-
lation. Second, the DSM does not explicitly show overlapping
activities. A Gantt chart remains one of the best representations
of activity concurrency. Fortunately, the same activity network
data represented by a DSM can be used to generate a Gantt
chart.7 Some additional, general limitations of DSMs are
discussed below.

An activity-based DSM provides a systematic method for
designing a data-driven project schedule such that information
transfer is timely and the design more rapidly converges to the
desired performance specifications along multiple dimensions.
By highlighting dependencies, feedback, and iteration, an ac-
tivity-based DSM provides planners with a powerful capability
for managing complex projects. It enables improved process un-
derstanding, which, in turn, leads to process innovation and im-
provement.

V. INTEGRATION ANALYSIS OF ACTIVITIES THAT

DETERMINE LOW-LEVEL DESIGN PARAMETERS WITH THE

PARAMETER-BASED DSM

A. Motivation

Most design process modeling takes place in a top–down
fashion, through decomposition. If they begin at “the top,” such
models rarely reach the lowest levels of design activity, where
individual design parameters are determined based on other pa-
rameters. Determining these parameters constitutes the lowest-
level design activities, and a bottom-up, integrative analysis of
these low-level activities can provide process structure insights.
Moreover, in some cases, several low-level activities may be as-
similated into a single activity by automating the exchange of

7A DSM can be “stretched” horizontally to obtain a notional Gantt chart (e.g.,
[10], [54]).
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF DSM TYPE CHARACTERISTICS(ADAPTED FROM[20])

information between the design tools performing the low-level
work. Thus, a difference between activity- and parameter-based
DSMs is the level of analysis.

Activity- and parameter-based DSMs also differ in the scope
of their representations. While an activity-based DSM models a
design process, a parameter-based DSM merely documents the
physical relationships between the parameters that determine
a design. Thus, an activity-based DSM may include reviews,
tests, and coordination links that would not typically appear in
a parameter-based DSM.

B. Method

The methods of building and analyzing a parameter-based
DSM are very similar to those used for an activity-based DSM.
Reduced process duration may be the objective of analysis.
Another objective can be to minimize what Krishnanet al.
[58] have called design “quality loss”—the overconstraining
of downstream options by upstream decisions. In many cases,
parameter-based DSMs are not formally optimized. Instead,
they may be used to provide a visual and concise description
of interactions between low-level design activities or tools; this
description can be used to highlight interface improvement
opportunities and to structure integrated “meta-activities.”

C. Example Applications and Insights

Rask and Sunnersjö [86] used a parameter-based DSM to
describe the relationships between design variables of a robot
arm and its housing (Fig. 11). Previously, design parameters
were separated into two, coupled “meta-activities”: “design
arm housing” and “design arm.” The DSM model was used to
sequence and integrate the low-level activities in a new way
(Fig. 12). Now, the two meta-activities have been combined
into a single meta-activity, and this allows all of the low-level
parameters to be determined sequentially, without iteration.
That is, decomposition and integration analysis provided the

means to discover an innovative way to improve the process.
Amenet al.provide another example in [6].

Blacket al. [13] applied a parameter-based DSM to automo-
bile brake system design. This work enabled designers to in-
vestigate the best initial points for iterated design8 and helped
the company develop a systematic approach to low-level de-
sign process planning. Cesiel [28] provides a similar applica-
tion where designed experiments were used to study the param-
eter-based design options illuminated by the DSM.

Clearly, parameter-based DSMs have integrative applica-
tions. An aerodynamicist at Boeing Commercial Airplane
Group used a parameter-based DSM to plan the development of
a multivariable wing analysis software tool. Listing subroutines
of the new tool (which were once individual analysis tools or
algorithms themselves) as rows in the DSM and noting their
necessary data exchanges as interfaces, the designer prescribed
an efficient process for running, analyzing, and iterating
through wing design procedures. Rogerset al.[95] demonstrate
this application and use a DSM not only to integrate tools but
also to represent the status of their execution in real time. The
explicit representation of the relationships between design
parameters and the capability to sequence these parameters
for rapid convergence makes the DSM attractive to the field
of multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO—[68], [94],
[105]).9

VI. DISCUSSION

Table III contrasts the four DSM applications in a succinct
format. The rest of this section explores barriers to the prac-
tical use of DSMs and the relationships between the four types
of DSMs reviewed. These relationships point to interesting av-
enues for future research.

8Better starting points will lead to fewer necessary iterations [85].
9The parameter-based DSM can also be applied to many network problems

currently treated using graph theoretic techniques, including: sequential, par-
allel, and distributed computing; chemical reactivity; communication networks;
circuit design; and image processing.
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A. Barriers To Use of DSMs in Industrial Practice

In practice, DSM-based approaches may have to overcome
barriers resulting from organizational inertia, skepticism, “not
invented here” syndrome, ignorance, etc. Typically, such atti-
tudes stem from more fundamental problems, such as a lack of
system thinking and closed-mindedness. In this author’s expe-
rience, with a short time of learning and application (say, a few
hours), most people are able to understand and develop some
intuition for the DSM. However, DSMs also face some specific
barriers to implementation and successful use. These barriers
pertain mainly to the data requirements of the models, in terms
of solicitation, magnitude, and consistency.

DSM models represent extensive system knowledge. Hence,
DSMs can be difficult to build, especially initially, as they de-
pict data that are not always at hand, easily gathered, or quickly
assimilated. People often find it challenging to provide accurate
responses to data collection efforts. People tend to respond with
the way they wish organization or process elements would re-
late, the way they are supposed to relate, or the way they used
to relate. People associated with specific elements of a process
tend to be more aware of their required inputs (what they need)
than of the destination and real use of their outputs. These ob-
stacles to model building reflect general deficiencies stemming
from a lack of systems perspective in organizations rather than
specific shortcomings of the DSM.

In addition to being challenging to extract, the data required
to build a DSM model can be vast in number and problematic
to assimilate and verify. Many utilize a centralized approach
to model building, where an individual or small team attempts
to gather and verify all the required data. However, a more
distributed approach makes sense for building many complex
system models. A distributed approach builds a DSM hierarchi-
cally, with different modelers contributing at each level. Any
single modeler works with about ten elements, delegating the
modeling of each and then integrating the resulting submodels.

While a somewhat decentralized approach can ameliorate the
“amount of data” problem, the submodel assimilation and veri-
fication challenges remain. Often, the submodels’ external in-
terfaces will not map correctly at higher levels, necessitating
issue resolution. Sabbaghianet al. [97] developed a web-based
tool to facilitate a distributed approach to building and verifying
large-scale DSMs.

Building and using DSMs can encourage an organization
to address important issues and collect appropriate data that
might otherwise be neglected. Once an initial DSM model
is built, it can serve as a knowledge base or platform for
continued learning, improvement, and innovation. Hence, the
data limitation barrier is not unique to DSMs. Rather, building
a DSM model can expose a lack of appropriate and efficient
data collection and integration in an organization.

While there is no absolute limit to DSM size, practical use
provides restrictions. DSMs with fewer than ten elements can
often be analyzed via visual inspection and manual manipu-
lation. 50–100–element DSMs are legible on a standard page.
Larger DSMs (up to 500 elements) have been built, but they are
often “rolled up” or “dithered” (shown in lower resolution) and
represented as smaller matrices. Of course, aggregation requires

Fig. 13. Relationships between product, process, and organization structures.

choices about how to integrate elements to represent them as a
single element with minimal loss of information in the model.
Individuals may have difficulty building DSMs with more than
ten elements. Therefore, DSMs with more than ten elements
may best be built by integrating smaller DSMs [22].

B. Relationships Between DSM Types

The DSMs discussed in this paper represent three types of
systems: products, processes, and organizations. These systems
relate to each other as shown in Fig. 13. First, the product ar-
chitecture has a large influence on the appropriate structure of
the product development organization [42], [49], [99], [106],
since organizational elements are typically assigned to develop
various product components. The ease of organizational parti-
tioning and integration is tied to the nature of the product de-
composition. Conversely, an established organization structure
can constrain the consideration of alternative product architec-
tures. The product architecture and organization structure re-
lationship can affect an enterprise in several dimensions, in-
cluding architectural innovation [52], [98]. Better understanding
the relationship between product architectures and organization
structures is a promising area for further research. DSMs will
prove helpful in comparing and contrasting alternative product
and organizational configurations.

Second, product architecture is related to the process that
will develop it. The structure of a product—including functions,
components, interfaces, modularization, etc.—affects how a de-
velopment process can and should be configured. That is, the
product design structure determines the process (activity) de-
sign structure [11], [79]. If separate design activities develop
separate but coupled modules, then the need for these activities
to exchange information should be noted when designing the
design process. Conversely, a product development enterprise
may find that its legacy development process overly constrains
the design of unprecedented products. In an age of emphasis
on process “capability and maturity,” it would be interesting to
see how “mature” processes deal with novel product develop-
ment. Again, the DSM can be a useful tool in such research.
Comparing a component-based DSM to an activity- or param-
eter-based DSM would inform decisions about the benefits to
the design process of architectural modularization.

Third, an interesting relationship exists between the architec-
ture of the product development process and the structure of the
product development organization. Using DSMs, Morelliet al.
[77] show how the interactions between organizational entities,
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TABLE IV
DSM TYPES AND ALGORITHMS COMPARED

such as product teams, can be anticipated based on the structure
of predefined development activities. When a process contains
coupled activities, the organizational elements with responsi-
bility for executing those activities require integration [14], [76],
[88]. Cross-functional teams are one mechanism for addressing
these situations (e.g., [75], [84]). An important research ques-
tion in the field of organization design is how to constitute cross-
functional teams. Activity- and team-based DSMs, analyzed in
tandem, could lead to a more systematic approach to this issue.
Conversely, organizational design constraints may impact the
design process. Such constraints might not appear in an activity-
based DSM process model, but dual use with the team-based
DSM could augment the analysis. Congruence between organ-
ization, work, and product architectures has been isolated as a
source of competitive advantage [78]. The link between process
and organization structures, and the corresponding relationship
between the activity- and team-based DSMs, is a promising area
for further research.

Although they address similar issues at different levels in the
design process, the relationships between activity- and param-
eter-based DSMs should also be explored. Processes can be de-
scribed at a low level—“close” to the product architecture—by
a parameter-based DSM. Higher-level process representations
include analyses, tests, reviews, etc., and are described by the
activity-based DSM. Activity-based DSM models are typically
built through process decomposition; parameter-based DSMs
are often built though low-level activity integration. Theoreti-
cally, if modelers begin at both ends, these two approaches can
and should meet. Further exploration of hierarchical DSM is-
sues will lead to insights regarding activity and interface de-
composition and integration, and regarding transformation from
the information flow domain to the process domain. These in-
sights could lead to significant process improvements. For ex-
ample, some activity couplings can be removed by decomposing
the coupled activities, analyzing their low-level steps, and re-
configuring the activity breakdown (e.g., [86]). Furthermore,
high-level, legacy processes sometimes contain unnecessary ac-
tivities, and some high-level activities produce superfluous out-
puts. Building a process up through the integration of low-level
activities and deliverables—which are known to be required
because of their closeness to the product design at a param-
eter level—can help identify extraneous activities and outputs
at higher levels.

Finally, the cross-application of clustering and sequencing
algorithms illuminates additional opportunities. Component-
and team-based DSMs typically contain “symmetric” data, i.e.,
they are built by asking non-time-based questions such as “Do
these components interact? How?,” or “Which other teams do

you exchange technical information with?”10 Activity- and
parameter-based DSMs are built by asking asymmetric, prece-
dence questions such as “What information do you need to
begin your activity?” and “Where does it come from?” Mixing
symmetric and asymmetric models leads to new DSM applica-
tions. Table IV indicates the uses of clustering (symmetry) and
sequencing (asymmetry) discussed in this paper withmarks
and reveals opportunities for four new DSM applications:

1) Based on component interfaces, one could use a DSM
to plan an assembly sequence. One could also study the
propagation of error in an assembly and plan tolerance
washout zones. Building these models would require
asking an asymmetric question such as, “Which compo-
nents must be assembled before this component can be
added?”

2) Based on dynamic organization interfaces, one could use
a DSM to study, analyze, and plan the phasing in and
phasing out of various organization elements over the
span of a project.

3) As discussed above, activity- and team-based DSMs can
be used in tandem. Analysis of a hybrid model may re-
quire alternating clustering and sequencing. Also, activ-
ities often need to be grouped for planning and manage-
ment purposes, such as for assignment to various groups
for execution.

4) Appropriately clustering interdependent design parame-
ters can reveal a preferred integration of low-level activ-
ities into higher-level ones. Indeed, clustering may be a
key to tying top-down, activity-based DSMs together with
bottom-up, parameter-based DSMs.

Each new DSM application enables fresh approaches to address
research issues in the respective areas.

VII. CONCLUSION

All four DSM applications reviewed in this paper demon-
strate the chief strength of matrix-based approaches: concise,
visual representation of complex systems. This paper has em-
phasized how DSMs facilitate intelligent system decomposition
and integration analysis—whether the system is a product, a
process, or an organization. The system is analyzed and struc-
tured by rearranging the DSM, either by clustering or by se-
quencing. In many cases, merely building a DSM model pro-
vides a useful approach to organizing and visualizing system in-
formation. The representation and analysis capabilities of DSMs

10Some team-based DSM applications, such as Fig. 5, indicate the direction
of information flow using the upper- and lower-triangular portions of the matrix.
Thus, they may be asymmetric. However, time-sequencing is not an issue since
all PDTs exist simultaneously.
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contribute to improved system understanding and innovation.
Enterprises that recognize, understand, and exploit the relation-
ships between product architecture, organization structure, and
process configuration should benefit from significant improve-
ments.
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